To leave our unique mark is an urgent
imperative of the human spirit, whether it be
a child's crayon mark on a wall, or the mark
of a Michelangelo.
Art is one of the most valuable and
pleasurable means a child has of giving
expression to the inner and outer worlds.
When are guidance, instruction, comment
and assessment appropriate in the teaching
of art to children? Do interventions such as
these put at risk the development of the
child's pure naive artistic expression?
Current brain research is giving valuable
insight into the ways in which the sensitive
and responsive treatment of children assists
in this important aspect of learning and
expression.
Paul Dennison, an innovative researcher in
education, has shown that effortless learning
requires both hemispheres of the cerebral
cortex to be functioning and sharing
information with each other across the
corpus callosum, the large band of fibres
connecting the two halves of the cerebral
hemispheres.
'We need both brain hemispheres,' says Dr.
Dennison, 'because each brain perceives
reality in totally and uniquely different ways.
The right brain or reflex brain is capable of
grouping the biggest picture or whole
available. It enables us to recognise a face
in a crowd or to know a song after hearing
only one or two notes.
'The left brain, or 'try' brain, is logical,
orderly and verbal. It enables us to break
things up into small bits of information in
computer-like fashion, so that we can learn
new things one at a time and communicate
with each other.
'Neither brain was ever meant to work
alone, by itself. Both brains working
together enable learning to be fun and,
effortless.

'The right brain hemisphere controls the left
side of the body and the consciousness of
the left eye and ear. Likewise the left brain
hemisphere is in charge of the right side of
the body and the right eye and ear. When
one side of the brain is active, the other side
may do one of two things: it may cooperate
and coordinate its movements with the
controlling hemisphere or it may switch off
and block integration.
'The laterally integrated person is someone
who has learned how to use both his brain
hemispheres as a whole system. The
homolateral or switched off person is
someone who has yet to use more than one
small part of his abilities at a given time.
Our early childhood experiences determine
how our brains develop. Unfortunately when
we are successful at a switched off
behaviour - one that compensates for
stress or trauma
we tend to repeat it over
and over again, blocking further learning.
Likewise, if we achieve success at a
neurologically organized behaviour, that
experience becomes a springboard for
further learning and growth.'
Why do so many children reach adulthood
never having developed their artistic
expression beyond the most rudimentary
skills, and often dismiss this loss with
expressions such as: Tm no good at
drawing ... I never was.' 'It's just too hard. I
don't enjoy it'? Yet their longing to draw
well remains.
Were these blocks set up in early childhood
experiences?
The left hemisphere is called the 'try' brain
because its special task is to bring attention,
focus and discrimination to something new
and unfamiliar - an essential component in
all learning.
A child absorbed in making his or her mark
is not trying or self-conscious. He or she is
dealing almost totally with the familiar in an

easy, effortless, enjoyable expression, and
tapping the rich source of the unconscious
at the same time.
This child is enjoying integrated brain
function, accessing the cognitive skills of the
right brain and giving expression to them
with the cognitive skills of the left brain.
This is the honesty of the child, the quality so
admired and envied by adults. Naive art is
judged by the criterion of honesty and
condemned by any contrivance or 'trying' to
be child-like. 'Trying' to be honest or simple
does not work. Either you are, or you are
not!
There is a blocking in brain function when
we 'try too hard'. Trying too hard can shift
the locus of function into the left brain and
shut off access to guidance of the big
picture and comprehension of right brain
function. So when we talk of trying too hard
and switching off, we know the brain and
body system is dealing with some kind of
stress and if the stress is associated with art,
then we may be switched off for art.
There is a balancing act between memory
and adaptation. Memory is a way of
describing the innate intelligence of the
brain and body which unfolds appropriately
as a child matures. This is a source of great
riches which a child has easy access to and
which we, as adults, long for. In the world
of art, it is the adult fascination for naive
expression which carries such power and
connection to the unconscious. The reason
we long for naive expression and admire it
is that enculturation and adaptation and all
the strategies of survival have alienated us to
some extent from the ingenuous and pure
reality of the child within us. We long to
return to it.
However, we are born into a society and a
culture. Our culture is a form of expression
of distilled wisdom, experience and skill. It
is essential for the child to learn this. Indeed,
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it w uld be wrong to dep rive the chi ld of
this nheritance. So to some extent
a opta tion is necessary for the chi ld to avail
· self of this richness.
The inherent danger lies in the place w here
adaptation begins to choke the rich supply
of creativ ity and imaginat ion so purely
sourced from the unconscious (the memory).
This will happen when fear and
accommodation to fear become part of the
ch ild's agenda .
There is an honesty in naive art which is
appealing because there seems to be no
d istance between the art and the observer
- no d istance crea ted by pretension, selfco nsciousness and professional persona. In
children 's art there is no mask between the
ch ild and the art until the child feels the
need to protect him or herself from the
co nsequences of external judgement.
The energy of the chi ld comes from the
functioning of the brain stem and the limbic
system - the emotional centre of the brain .
Self-conscious activ ity comes from the left
hemisphere of the cerebral cortex - the 'try'
brain. This self-conscious activity is an
integral part of the development of the
persona. Persona is that image of oneself
that o ne develops and cra fts and projec ts
outwards to others to help convince others
that ' I am OK'. The persona is indeed a
strategy fo r surviva l in a threatening world.
The implications of this process on children
and learni ng are profound. Mos t of the
chi ld ren I see in my professional ca pacity
w ill not attempt anything unless they think
they will ge t it right the first time. It is for the
same reason that child ren put so much
energy into avoidance behaviour. How sad
it is to see this. Wha t a tragedy. These
chi ldren have given up the process of
learning. They have lea rned that there is a
consequence to their mark. This
consequence is often threatening to their
emotional life and psyche.
This consequence is determined by criteria
and judge ments outside the child .
Co nsequently children perceive that their
wellbe ing is determined by cap ricious
co nditions and judgem ents beyond their
co ntrol. They do not feel safe and therefore
attempt to predict and con trol these
o utco mes. Their mark, their wo rk, their
creativity is no longer spontaneous . It is
attached to the judgement and eva lu..ot
ion of
some other. They lose co nnection wi th the
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child within and become focused on
successful outcomes. Adaptation to an
unsafe environment has choked their
memory and they have aborted the joy of
making their mark. So the child feels sad
and betrayed for something is lost something so important and yet difficult to
express.
The child 's beha viour is our only clue to this
sad a lienat ion. We see the child refining
strategies of avoidance (forgetting books
and pencils - ' I hate draw ing' - ' I can 't
do that') which are beliefs which distance
the child from the possibi lity of failing . But
this notion of fai lure has been cond itioned
into the child by external criteria and
judgement. Fear of fa iling aborts crea tivity.
The way in which to nurture the child 's
natural gen ius in art is to crea te a climate of
fun, pleasure, comfort and relaxat ion wh ich
is free of compar ison and negat ive
consequences. We should withdraw our
own projections, those emotiona l issues
about success and correctness which are
carriers of fear.
We also need to honou r the needs of the
body: the need for emo tional security and of
course the basic need for nourishment and
hydration wh ich is absolutely essential for
optimal learning. Children qu ickly become
dehydra ted and w ithout water they are
unable to concentrate .
Movemen t is a lso an important component
of the body's needs. Move ment which
crosses the mid-line of the body activates
and stimulates both hemispheres of the
cortex : Pau l Dennison says that 'movement is
the door to learn ing' .
Cons ider the drawings by l l year-old
Wi lliam. They show clearly and poignant ly
how wise the chi ld is. There is a story to
these two drawings . The child 's father
con tacted me and expressed concern about
his son's lack of ambition, particularly in
sport . He had two daughters but said they
were 'all right' . He thought his son had
become afraid of him because of his
criticism and he didn't want to lose him. The
boy shows his awareness of a ll this in his
drawings.
William 's first drawing is homolateral or a
one-sided drawing. One-sided o r
homola teral activ ity occurs w hen only one
hemisphere is acting at any one time. In his
first drawing, W illiam is showing in the left
visual fie ld (the left hand side of the
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Bo Je
drawing) a look at his right brain world, his
right brain consciousness. In the right visual
field, we see his left brain world, his try
world.
On the left, the house which he describes as
'like a rocket' reveals his right brain world. It
shows tremendous energy. You can see the
energy coming out of the chimney - the
rising stairway which looks like a snake, a
symbol in some cultures of rising energy. All
of this is William's energy, his right brain
world which controls the large muscle
groups of his body. This is his world of
sport. Sport is very important to him. It
channels great energy.
His left brain world on the other side of the
picture is his try world of self-conscious
effort. The mountain on this side is craggy
and dangerous - a difficult mountain. On
top of this dangerous mountain is his home.
Linking these two worlds is a skyway cable
with a gondola in the middle.
William also drew an enlargement of the
house on the mountain. This is his house at
the centre of his try world where he is so
focused.and self-conscious, where he tries
so hard. Why? His drawing tells us. On the
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walls in the frames are photos of his sisters
who are 'all right'. The person with the large
hand is his father saying 'WILLIAM!' William
is sitting at his desk and out of his mouth
comes a poignant 'Oh!' ('What have I done
now?' or 'What haven't I done now?').
You can see William's understanding on an
unconscious level. The gondola on the
skyway is stuck halfway because there is
nothing he can do which will ever please
his father.
William's drawings show how a positive
emotional environment is important for the
optimum release of potential. His father's
attitude shows how our proiections can be
limiting.
The boy communicates in his own
language. It is the symbolic non-verbal
language of the unconscious and the child.
It is what draws us to art.

To encourage a child to be creative we
should continue to acknowledge the child's
inner world, honour his _or her intelligence or
memory, recognise and respond to the
readiness stages and thus facilitate the
child's natural unfolding.

When the stage of readiness is appropriate,
all kinds of direct instruction can be given to
the young artist. This is especially critical for
the young art student when he or she
reaches the stage where realism becomes a
personal priority, usually around the age of
ten. At this stage, children are very selfcritical about their work. They look at their
mark and feel that it does not really look like
the obiect they are drawing. This is the point
where the child is seeking and ready for
skills development, to be able to capture
and express what he or she sees. It is a
precious and vulnerable stage in artistic
growth, the critical time when artistic
expression may bloom or wither.
If the artistic experience up to this time for
the child has been an unselfconscious,
natural and ioyful expression, and the
response from significant others has been
nurturing and appreciative, then the situation
is ripe for the next stage to unfold (where
memory and adaptation are in harmony).
If, however, the young artists have grown up
experiencing conditional and critical
reactions to their mark, if they have been the
focus of 'helpful' and emphatic advice

based on what is seen by adults to be
correct and proper, then it is almost a
certainty that these children will link their
artistic expression with an emotional
agenda. The function of the brain is like
that. It is very associative. Instead of the mid
brain (the limbic system or emotional centre)
supporting the cortex in joyful expression, it
now supplies the energy for defensive
behaviour. In an effort to deal with this, the
child will try too hard and block optimal
access to the right brain function. The 'try'
brain then becomes dominant for this task
and the guidance of the big picture from the
right brain is suppressed.
If the child artist is in this state, it is difficult
for him to free himself of the need to draw
what he thinks should be right rather than
what he sees.
Betty Edwards in her stimulating book

Drawingon the RightSide of the Brain,
illustrates this with examples of children's
attempts at this stage, about l O years, to
draw a cube. Very often the children draw
what they think a cube should look like (left
brain symbolism) rather than what they
actually see (right brain visual and spatial

intelligence) when looking at a cube. This is
an example of precisely the stage when
instruction is necessary to help the child artist
to trust what he actually sees. Instruction and
guidance can empower the child artist at
this time and help him to overcome
frustration. Gentle encouragement and
support facilitate the student to access the
right brain function which is absolutely
necessary to draw what you see.
This process will be greatly facilitated if the
child is internally motivated by intrinsic
enjoyment. Then skills development will be a
challenge.
Talent, seemingly the province of the lucky,
is in reality available to us all, waiting to be
honoured into expression. The child's mark
can remain unique. When the conditions
and relationships are nurturing then there will
be no switching off because
accommodation to stress is unnecessary.
Survival systems are not activated,
comparisons are meaningless and
uniqueness is celebrated.

Barry Palm
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